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What we know: Semantic systems reflect functional pressure for efficiency
 (e.g. Kemp et al. 2018; Zaslavsky et al. 2018).

What we don’t know: What cultural process produces this pattern?

Our contribution: Human-like and efficient color naming systems emerge 
from a cultural evolutionary process that combines iterated learning and 
communication. Iterated learning alone, and communication alone, do not 
yield the same outcome as clearly.

Overview

Semantic systems and cultural evolution

Iterated learning with communication

Cultural evolution via the Neural Iterated Learning (NIL) algorithm (Ren et al. 2020):

• Iterated learning (IL): each generation learns from samples drawn from the 
previous generation.

• Communication (C): Agents within a generation communicate, and update 
their behavior through reinforcement learning (Kågebäck et al. 2020).

Assessed in the domain of color:

NIL makes efficient systems more human-like
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Iterated learning combined with communication leads to IB-efficient color 
naming systems that are similar to human color naming systems.

Neither iterated learning alone, nor communication alone, accounts for human 
color naming as well.

Open question: What parts of this account are critical for the emergence of 
human-like color systems and what parts can be replaced with other 
processes?

• Human color naming systems are efficient in the Information 
Bottleneck (IB) sense (Zaslavsky et al. 2018).

• How do semantic systems become efficient?  Two proposed 
processes: iterated learning (Levinson 2012; J. Xu et al. 2013; Carstensen et al. 2015) and 
communication (e.g. Carr et al. 2020; Kågebäck et al. 2020).

• Communicating artificial agents trained under reinforcement learning 
(RL) converge to IB-efficient color naming systems - but these systems 
are sometimes unlike human ones (Chaabouni et al. 2021).

• Communicating agents trained under an objective based on the IB 
objective converge to color naming systems that are both efficient and 
human-like (Tucker et al. 2022).

Does there exist a cultural evolutionary process that leads to IB-efficient 
color naming systems that are similar to human systems, but that is not 
directly based on the IB objective?
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and results compared with human color naming systems of the World 
Color Survey (WCS; Cook et al. 2005).

Iterated learning with communication (IL+C; i.e. standard NIL) generates 
color naming systems that are highly efficient in the IB sense, similar to those 
of the WCS, and  in the same complexity and accuracy range as those of the 
WCS.

• Communication alone (C, left panel) often generates systems that 
are more complex than any WCS system.

• Iterated learning alone (IL, right panel) often generates systems that 
are simpler than any WCS system.
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